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Putin’s Powerful Speech on “Liberal-Globalism”
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I completely missed Putin’s speech on July 7th while I was breaking down Russian MIL
report. I just saw it now on Telegram and it is LOADED with valuable information
pertaining to the special military operation as well as the global war on the deep state.
Putin’s words are extremely telling and we are going to break down the most juicy chunk
of his speech.

Listen to it first here:
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https://t.me/KanekoaTheGreat/5040

“Here’s first what I would like to emphasize: The West should have realized they’ve
lost from the very beginning of our special military operation in Ukraine. Because
it’s commencement also meant the start of a fundamental breakdown of the
American world order.”

Putin is saying that this was over before it started. Insinuating that Russia had
everything secure before they began the invasion into Ukraine. And that the
consequences of this operation will expose a global “American world order”. Also known
as the Deep State.

Ukraine is the keystone. Stronghold for Deep State operations.
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“This is the beginning of a transition from liberal-globalist American egocentrism
to a truly multipolar world. A world not based on selfish rules for no other reason
than the pursuit of hegemony. Nor on hypocritical double standards, but on the
basis of international law and the genuine sovereignty of peoples and
civilizations.”

Notice how Putin and Russia have been extremely clear and consistent in their
accusations against “LIBERAL-GLOBALIST AMERICA”, and not America as a whole.
Putin and Russia have repeatedly made it clear they know it’s not Trump, it’s not
America, it’s not conservatism. It’s a foreign global entity that has infiltrated America in
the form of liberalism.

The next interesting bit talks about the double standards on the “basis of international
law” and how the Liberal-Globalist US are a threat to the genuine sovereignty of all
“people and civilizations”. Putin is referencing the alleged bioweapons labs, and the
threat the Deep State biological network poses to every human on Earth. Russia is not
messing around and they are seeking justice for the crimes against humanity committed
by the ruling families of the DNC, as per the allegations from Russian MIL.

“On their will to live their historical destiny, with their values and traditions, and
build cooperation on the basis of democracy, justice, and equality.”

Talking about the salvation of the free peoples of the world living free of the globalists
with our family values and not this globalist left-wing bullshit we have been fed for
decades now. Every human deserves a chance at life, not to be meddled with by the
likes of politicized biological warfare…

“And it must be understood that this process is already impossible to stop.”

…. Did Putin just say “NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING”? That’s sure as shit
what it sounded like to me.

Putin consistently sounds like Trump now. Literally calling out the liberal deep state
globalist every time he gets in front of a microphone and advocating for them to be put
on trial for crimes against humanity via violation of the Biological Weapons Treaty.
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Guys, this is not hyperbole. This is not theoretical. This is as real as it gets. Putin is not
joking in the slightest. This is war against the Deep State. And Putin is showing zero
intentions of backing down.

This is the world’s final stand against globalism. You’re watching it unfold before your
very eyes. It might be tough for many to believe, but Putin will one day be considered
one of the great heroes of humanity.

-Clandestine
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Jul 14Base1Aransas

Truly an amazing time to be alive for Humanity globally. Total #EXPOSURE of the evil that
infiltrated every aspect of so many lives will make the pain of short term suffering totally
worth the return of respect for reality.
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Writes Jul 14Rich Keal Freebridge

The globalist banksters that have killed millions in wars are desperate to hang on. The
ability to print money is the backdoor to Communism, buying media, medicine, morality and
everything under the sun Starving the masses while blaming free markets and free thinking
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21 more comments…

everything under the sun. Starving the masses while blaming free markets and free thinking
through cultural Marxist tactics. https://bit.ly/fundingbolshevism and
https://youtu.be/BXeAIxK7rY4 are excellent pieces that cover the gamut.
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